
ARPDC Provincial Hutterite Advisory Committee

Program

We request that a representative from each School Authority in Alberta join us for a series of conversations throughout

the school year designed to support colony school leadership and learning.

Topics for discussion will be driven by those in attendance. The intent of the meeting is to provide a provincial

opportunity for collaboration, problem solving together and share ideas to support colony education. For example:

one topic might be how are we implementing the new curriculum in our colony schools? Do we need more support

from the Consortia to be successful?

Where: To be inclusive of all divisions in the province this group will meet virtually.

When: Proposed next meeting dates: April 24th, 2023, May 29th 2023. We will then look to schedule meetings for the

2023-2024 school year together.

Presenters

Adelee Penner

 

PRESENTED BY

Adelee Penner

 
SERIES SESSIONS

Date Time

February 27, 2023 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

April 24, 2023 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

May 15, 2023 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM

 
LOCATION

Zoom Online Meeting - Zoom

FEE

$0.00

QUESTIONS?

Contact Us:

403-381-5580

REGISTER ONLINE

Visit our website to register:

sapdc.ca

tel:403-381-5580
https://www.sapdc.ca/


Adelee Penner (BHEc, BEd, MEd) is a highly sought-after consulting professional who has demonstrated her ability

to realize system improvement and change disruption. She brings her practical experience of working with teachers,

school-based and district leaders to her project consultation/work. She has been an educator and leader in school

authorities in both Manitoba and Alberta. Adelee also has experience as an Assistant Superintendent of Schools.  She

has worked for Manitoba Agriculture as well as for Alberta Education which provided her with the opportunity to

innovate, create and problem-solve at a provincial level.   In addition to consulting, Adelee is a Lecturer in the

Education Faculty at the University of Alberta.  Adelee is able to create remarkable outcomes through her unshakable

optimism. She enjoys working alongside leaders as she believes we have the ability to shape an innovative future

together. Adelee’s strengths lie in her ability to inspire and motivate people to achieve meaningful improvement; see

possibilities and create opportunities; she is a systems thinker; and her ability to craft meaningful processes through

which remarkable outcomes are possible. Through her visionary leadership, and ability to analyze and assess multiple

data sources she is able to coach teams into actioning their potential. As an IAP2 certified trainer, Adelee enjoys

working with organizations to inspire new ways to engage with their stakeholders and consider their communication

strategies. Adelee inspires others to be their best while focusing on goals the system is working towards.  She is a

disruptor who challenges thinking and makes you realize you can shift/refine your practice for your well-being, your

practice and your clients.


